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SENIOR TROMBONE RECITAL
Bailey Fry, trombone
Sungkun Jung, piano

Stella Boyle Smith Concert Hall
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La Maniere de Shumann......................................................Jean-Michel Defaye (b. 1932)

Sang Till Lotta.............................................................................Jan Sandstrom (b. 1954)

Concertino in Bb............................................................................Ernst Sachse (1810–1849)

Nearer My God To Thee for 9 celli ............................James Stevens (1923–2012)
  Rachel Hawk, Daniel Crawford, Sarah Grace Wood,
  Doug Harnish, Sophia Ware, Ethan Thompson,
  Ray Lenhart, Ethan Coombs

Ave Maria......................................................................................Franz Biebl (1906–2001)
  Rachel Hawk, Daniel Crawford,
  Sarah Grace Wood, Doug Harnish,
  Sophia Ware, Ethan Thompson, Ethan Coombs
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